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NMS—A pill that reverses

years of memory loss and

triggers enhance brain

function without side effects

has been used safely in

Italy for 31 years. It is now

available in the United States

without a prescription.

The remarkable pill

contains a key ingredient,

which was �irst developed

by Italian Pharmaceutical

scientists in 1987, not only

reawaken mental function…

but also… speed up thinking

and reaction times in the

brain.

It also works to restore

healthy brain cells within the

brain’s neural network; this

is what improves memory

and learning functions.

Now an improved version

of this pill is being offered

in America under the brand

name Prixelin.

With daily use, the

powerful compound in

Prixelin is able to get inside

your brain, and give the brain

an invigoration energy boost

by producing key chemicals

that ‘wake up’ healthy

brain cells, which improve

memory, enhance cognitive

function and thinking

power,” explains Jeremy

Williams, President of the

parent company behind the

Prixelin.

“This is what the clinical

studies have shown and is

why so many U.S. doctors are

now recommending Prixelin

to patients,” he added.

Exciting Discovery of
Memory Loss Reversed

Prixelin contains an

amazing compound that has

a known ability to improve

memory and enhance brain

function within days.

The compound is not

a drug. It is the active

ingredient in Prixelin.

Scientists believe that

Prixelin’s active ingredient

works to block the enzyme

responsible for breaking

down a neurotransmitter.

Thevitalneurotransmitter,

called acetylcholine (or

AC), in the brain plays an

important role for memory,

thinking speed, reaction

times andmental activity.

AC helps our brain cells

communicate. Transferring

information from one area

to another. Without it our

thoughts become “stuck” and

we can’t access information

andmemories.

Research shows that as we

age, the healthy levels of AC

in our brain begins to break

down, which causes the

brain cells gradually die.

The results can be delayed

reactions, slower thinking,

memory loss, and eventually

a complete breakdown in

brain function.

Well, that’s where Prixelin

comes in andwhy it seems to

be so effective.

“I took Prixelin and felt

fabulous. My speech has

improved, my hands are

shaking less. I even notice

that my “senior moments”

are becoming few and far

between,” said Loraine

Sheldon from Austin, TX.

All this positive feedback

makes it easy to understand

why there is so much

excitement and optimism

surrounding this amazing

newmemory pill.

Clinical Results That
AreWowing The

Medical Community

The clinical studies were

conducted by top scientists

here in the United States. The

results were published in the

prestigious medical journal

Neurology.

The studies included

both men and women who

were suffering from age

related memory loss. First,

they had patients perform

various memory tests. Then,

they gave half the patients

Prixelin’s active ingredient.

They gave the other half

a placebo (dummy) pill.

After 12 weeks they had the

patients do the test again.

The results were

astonishing.

The participants who

took the pill as directed

reversed their mental age by

nearly 12 years according to

researchers conducting the

studies.

They also saw a huge

improvement in their

memory, learning and

thinking ability. They could

remember the names and

faces of people they never

met… �ind misplaced

objects quickly… and recall

telephone numbers easily.

Another study conducted

in Italy produced similarity

outstanding results, where

user experienced a 44%

improvement in mental

function in just 90 days.

Nothing like it has been seen

before.

In fact, the FDA awarded

Prixelin’s active ingredient

with a rare “Quali�ied Health

Claim for both Cognitive

Dysfunction and Dementia.”

“All I did was take Prixelin

daily like the instructions

saidandwithindays Inoticed

improvement. Everything

seems so much clearer now.

It’s like a fog has been lifted

from my mind,” said Robert

P., from Sedona, AZ.

TheWay ItWorks
Is Extraordinary

Prixelin is a one-a-

day pill that’s taken after

breakfast. The pill is small.

Easy to swallow. There are

no harmful side effects.

And it does not require a

prescription.

Actually, the only ‘side

effect’ is that the active

ingredients in Prixelin boost

yourmood and can even help

you sleep better. Researchers

believe the Prixelin’s active

ingredient reduces cortisol,

the brain’s stress hormone.

Resulting in less stress,

which leads to better sleep

and amore positive mood.

Scientists also believe

the key ingredient in

Prixelin works to block the

enzyme destroys a vital

neurotransmitter called

acetylcholine, or AC.

How important is AC?

VERY. If you’re able to read

this, you can thank your

healthy levels of AC.

As we age, our AC levels go

downnaturally. But in people

suffering from age-related

memory loss, something

goes horribly wrong, which

causes our brain cells

gradually die. If brain cells

fail, so does memory.

The results can be

lapsed in concentration,

forgetfulness, and mental

decline; and that’s where

Prixelin comes in and why it

seems to be so effective.

“I had severe memory

problems,” said 69 year

old David S., of Henderson,

NV. “But I can already

concentrate and remember

details better after only

one month with Prixelin.

This pill is easing my fear of

dementia,” he added.

What Doctors
Are Saying

“Prixelin is the �irst real

solution to come along

for mental decline that is

both side-effect free and

supported by clinical trials.

If you suffer from an age

related memory loss, try this

product immediately,” said

Dr. Peter Grossman, from

Philadelphia, PA.

“In all my years as medical

doctor, there is nothing else

quite like Prixelin when

it comes to supporting

memory, concentration and

healthy brain function. The

product even relieves anxiety

and stress without side

effects,” said Dr. Kimberly

Langdon, from Columbus,

OH.

“I recommend Prixelin to

seniorswho �ind it dif�icult to

remember the events, people

and names of their lives.

The evidence shows it is

especially effective for those

who suffer from “brain fog”

and “senior moments”,” said

Dr. Jenny Reategui, from Los

Angeles, CA.

Special Opportunity
To Get Prixelin

This is the of�icial

nationwide release of

Prixelin in the United States.

And so, the company is

offering a special discount

supply to any memory loss

suffers who calls within the

next 48-hours.

A Regional Order Hotline

has been set up for local

readers to call. This gives

everyone an equal chance to

try Prixelin.

Starting at 7:00 AM today,

the order hotline will be

open for 48-hours. All you

have to do is call TOLL-

FREE 1-800-489-2506 and

provide the operator with

the special discount approval

code: BB762. The company

will do the rest.

Important: Due to

Prixelin’s recent media

exposure, phone lines are

often busy. If you call and do

not immediately get through,

please be patient and call

back. Those who miss the

48-hour deadline may have

to pay full price for Prixelin.

Amazing Pill Reverses
Memory Loss Used In
Italy For 31Years Goes
On Sale Nationwide
Tested and approved by U.S. doctors; studies show

active ingredients reverse years of memory loss and

work even in severe cases of mental decline; make users

sharper and smarter; relieve stress; improve memory

and brain function in days with no harmful side effects

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure or prevent any disease. All doctors mentioned are remunerated for their services. All clinical studies on Prixelin’s active

ingredients were independently conducted and were not sponsored by the Maker of Prixelin.

MEMORY LOSS REVERSED: Doctors are now
recommending new Prixelin to seniors suffering from
symtoms of memory loss and mental decline. Initial users in
U.S. report improvements in memory, speech, thinking and
learning functions without side effects.
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